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Abstract Vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque (VASPs) is the major pathological cause of acute cardio-

vascular event. Early detection and precise intervention of VASP hold great clinical significance, yet

remain a major challenge. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) realizes potent ablation efficacy under precise

manipulation of laser irradiation. In this study, we constructed theranostic nanoprobes (NPs), which could

precisely regress VASPs through a cascade of synergistic events triggered by local irradiation of lasers

under the guidance of fluorescence/MR imaging. The NPs were formulated from human serum albumin

(HSA) conjugated with a high affinity-peptide targeting osteopontin (OPN) and encapsulated with photo-

sensitizer IR780 and hypoxia-activatable tirapazamine (TPZ). After intravenous injection into atheroscle-

rotic mice, the OPN-targeted NPs demonstrated high specific accumulation in VASPs due to the

overexpression of OPN in activated foamy macrophages in the carotid artery. Under the visible guidance

of fluorescence and MR dual-model imaging, the precise near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation generated
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massive reactive oxygen species (ROS), which resulted in efficient plaque ablation and amplified hypoxia

within VASPs. In response to the elevated hypoxia, the initially inactive TPZ was successively boosted to

present potent biological suppression of foamy macrophages. After therapeutic administration of the NPs

for 2 weeks, the plaque area and the degree of carotid artery stenosis were markedly reduced. Further-

more, the formulated NPs displayed excellent biocompatibility. In conclusion, the developed HSA-

based NPs demonstrated appreciable specific identification ability of VASPs and realized precise syner-

gistic regression of atherosclerosis.

ª 2022 Chinese Pharmaceutical Association and Institute of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of Medical

Sciences. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Atherosclerosis (AS) is the leading cause of cardiovascular disease
(CVD) including myocardial infarction (MI), stroke and heart
failure1,2. Atherosclerosis is primarily located in the intima of
many middle and large sized arteries, where the oxidized low-
density lipoprotein (ox-LDL) are in abundance3. Macrophages
hold a dominant role as key orchestrators associated with the
progression of AS by ingesting the deposited ox-LDL resulting in
the formation of foamy macrophages4. The increased amount of
foamy cells secrete inflammatory cytokines leading to athero-
sclerotic plaque vulnerability that may lead to higher risk of
hemorrhage/rapture5. Increased evidence has documented that the
abundance of foamy macrophages within plaques is correlated
with the decades-long lasting asymptomatic pathogenesis of AS in
the clinic6,7. Therefore, accurately identifying the vulnerable
atherosclerotic plaques (VASPs) in the early stage of AS, assess-
ing the risk of acute coronary syndrome, and taking effective in-
terventions are essential to prevent the occurrence of life-
threatening events.

Early identification of AS depends on biomedical imaging
technologies, such as ultrasonography and computed tomography
angiography are widely used for non-invasive investigation of
plaques in various vascular territories8,9. Moreover, some mini-
invasive procedures, such as invasive angiography, intravascular
ultrasonography and/or optical coherence tomography are also
employed to evaluate the degree of vascular stenosis and plaque
characteristics in clinical practice10,11. However, these approaches
have limitations in assessing molecular characteristics of plaques
and dynamically monitoring the AS progression12,13. Moreover,
they are incapable of accurately distinguishing the inflammation
and cellular activity in vulnerable plaques from a stable
lesion14,15. Current therapy for arterial severe stenosis caused by
vulnerable plaque mostly depends highly on invasive therapy and
surgery3,11,16e18. Therefore, it is of great clinical significance to
realize accurate identification as well as targeted therapy of
vulnerable plaque simultaneously. Recent advances in the field of
nanotechnology research presenting promising combination
comprising diagnostic and therapeutic delivery modalities, leading
towards more detailed diagnostic readouts and the site-specific
therapy19e22. Furthermore, target-specific molecular markers of
VASPs can achieve multimodal plaque imaging and improve the
therapeutic effect of anti-atherosclerotic drugs23. Osteopontin
(OPN) is highly overexpressed at the sites of atherosclerosis
plaques particularly those associated with foamy macrophage
cells24,25. The OPN has been studied extensively as a biomarker
secreted in a large amount by foam cells, thus possesses great
significance to evaluate the progression of atherosclerosis26,27.
Therefore, multi-purpose nanomaterials with highly selective
targeting moieties provide great potentials to overcome the issues
associated with AS therapy and noninvasive recognition of
VASPs.

Moreover, activatable theranostics are emerging as an
attractive approach to early diagnosis, precise intervention
treatment and even prognostic monitoring of diseases with aid of
biomedical imaging techniques28. Photodynamic therapy (PDT)
is realized via the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
by photosensitizers under laser irradiation29. The applications of
PDT have been extended to a variety of diseases, including skin
disorders, cancers, and atherosclerosis29e31, due to the advan-
tages of spatiotemporal selectivity, reduced side effects, and
minimal invasiveness32. Nevertheless, the application of PDT
results in an aggregated hypoxia microenvironment because of
the consumption of oxygen in specific tissue33e35. The resulting
hypoxia has considerable limitations to the therapeutic efficacy
of PDT.

Considering the challenges and principles mentioned above, we
have successfully constructed a human serumalbumin (HSA)-based
theranostic nanoprobes (TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs) which
could precisely regress the VASPs through a cascade of synergistic
events triggered by careful lasers irradiation under the guidance of
fluorescence/MR imaging. The TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPNNPs were
formulated from HSA decorated with a high affinity-peptide tar-
geting OPN and encapsulated with photosensitizer IR780 and
hypoxia-activatable tirapazamine (TPZ).As illustrated in Scheme1,
after intravenous injection into atheroscleroticmice, theHSA-based
NPs demonstrated high specific accumulation ability in the region of
VASPs due to the overexpression of OPN in activated foamy mac-
rophages in the carotid artery. Under the visible guidance of fluo-
rescence and MR dual-model imaging, precise near-infrared (NIR)
laser irradiation led to efficient plaque ablation as well as amplified
hypoxia within VASPs. As a result, the payload of TPZ that has
initial inactivity was elicited to display potent biological suppres-
sion of foamymacrophages under NIR laser irradiation. The animal
experiments verified that the plaque area and the degree of carotid
artery stenosis were markedly reduced after therapeutic adminis-
tration of the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs for 2 weeks. In
conclusion, the developed HSA-based NPs demonstrated highly
accurate identification ability of VASPs and realized precise syn-
ergistic regression of atherosclerosis.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


Scheme 1 Schematically illustrate construction of theranostic TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, which could precisely regress the VASPs through

a cascade of synergistic events triggered by careful lasers irradiation under the guidance of NIR fluorescence/MR imaging.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Tirapazamine (TPZ), IR780 and human serum albumin (HSA)
were purchased from SigmaeAldrich Co., Ltd. (St. Louis, MO,
USA). antiOPN peptide was obtained from ChinaPeptides Co.,
Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Glutaraldehyde was purchased from
Aladdin Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). RPMI 1640 medium were
purchased from HyClone (Logan, UT, USA) and fetal bovine
serum (FBS) was obtained from Gibco (Grand Island, NE, USA).
FITC-conjugated secondary antibody and ox-LDL were purchased
from Bioss (Beijing, China). OPN primary antibody, b-actin
antibody and HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was purchased
from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). Paraformaldehyde (PA), Triton X-
100, Bovine serum albumin (BSA), 4ʹ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI), RIPA, PMSF, Tris buffered saline-Tween-20 (TBST)
were obtained from Solarbio Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). BCA
Protein Assay Kit was acquired from Thermo Scientific Pierce
(Rockford, IL, USA). Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) mem-
branes were purchased from Millipore (Burlington, MA, USA).
Cell Counting Kit-8 was acquired from Dojindo Laboratories
(Kyushu Island, Japan). Hypoxia/Oxidative Stress Detection Kit
was purchased from Enzo Life Sciences (Farmingdale, NY, USA).
Annexin V-FITC/PI Apoptosis Detection Kit was obtained from
BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA, USA).

2.2. Synthesis and characterization of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs

To obtain TPZ/IR780 core complexes, TPZ (1 mg) and IR780
(0.2 mg) in 0.2 mL DMSO were added dropwise into 1 mL of
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 10 mg of human
serum albumin (HSA). Afterward, in order to increase the stability
of the protein nanoparticles, 3 mL of glutaraldehyde aqueous so-
lution (5%, v/v) was added to the mixture, followed by vigorously
stirring at 25 �C for 1 h. The HSAeOPN compound was prepared
by mixing HSA (10 mg), antiOPN peptide (1 mg), and Sulf-
SMCC (0.66 mg) in 0.4 mL H2O with further stirring at 25 �C
for 2 h. Then, the solution containing HSAeOPN conjugate was
purified from the excess of OPN and Sulf-SMCC by washing with
PBS in the Amicon centrifugal filter (molecular weight cut-
off Z 30 kDa). Finally, the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs were
fabricated by mixing of previously prepared solutions. Briefly,
water solution (0.1 mL) of HSAeOPN was added dropwise into
TPZ/IR780 in PBS (1 mL), and the mixture solution was then
stirred at 25 �C for 30 min. The obtained TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs were then washed with PBS in the Amicon centrifugal filter
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(molecular weight cut-off Z 100 kDa) in order to remove free
HSAeOPN. The control sample of TPZ/IR780@HSA was
formulated following the same procedures as described above,
except that the HSAeOPN was replaced with free HSA protein.

The size distributions and polydispersity index (PDI) of TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs and TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs were eval-
uated using Malvern Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, Worcester-
shire, UK). The morphology and size of formulated NPs were
observed with transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-
200CX, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The contents of HSA, TPZ and
IR780 in the NPs were determined using the UV-2600i Spectro-
photometer (SHIMADZU, Tokyo, Japan).

2.3. Cell culture and immunofluorescence in vitro

Murine macrophage line RAW 264.7 (Institute of Basic Medicine,
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, China) was
cultured with RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS and
maintained in an incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37 �C. RAW
264.7 cells were seeded onto an eight-well chambered glass-
bottom dish (Nunc Lab-Tek, ThermoFisher Scientific, USA)
with a density of 2.5 � 104 cells per well. Foamy macrophage
model was stimulated by ox-LDL (80 mg/mL) for 24 h. Then,
foamy macrophages and control group were both fixed with 4%
PA, permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100, blocked with 5% BSA
solution successively. Afterward, cells were incubated with OPN
primary antibody (1/100 dilution) at 4 �C overnight, washed with
PBS solution three times and incubated with FITC-conjugated
secondary antibody (1/100 dilution) for 1 h at room tempera-
ture. Nuclei were stained with DAPI and the samples were visu-
alized under the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM,
Olympus FV1000, Japan).

2.4. Cellular fluorescence imaging in vitro

RAW 264.7 cells were seeded onto an eight-well chambered glass-
bottom dish. Foamy macrophage model was stimulated by ox-
LDL for 24 h. Then, foamy macrophages and control group were
incubated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN or TPZ/IR780@HSA at
a concentration of 40 mg/mL (IR780) for another 24 h. Moreover,
antiOPN peptide was pre-added 1 h earlier than the NPs as a
blocking group. After rinsing off the NPs by PBS solution, the cell
samples were fixed with 4% PA. Nuclei were stained with DAPI
and the samples were visualized under the CLSM (Olympus).
Similarly, RAW 264.7 cells and the ox-LDL stimulated foamy
macrophages were incubated with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs and
TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, respectively. Flow cytometry (BD
FACS Aria, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) was employed to determine
the cellular uptake efficiency.

2.5. Intracellular ROS/hypoxia detection

RAW 264.7 cells were seeded onto an eight-well chambered glass-
bottom dish and activated into foamy macrophages. The cell sam-
ples were incubated with free IR780 or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs at a concentration of 40 mg/mL (IR780) for 24 h. Then the
IR780 and NPs solutions were rinsed off and the hypoxia/oxidative
stress detection mixture were added to samples following the
manufacturer’s instruction. ROS inducer deferoxamine (DFO) and
hypoxia inducer pyocyanin (Pyo) were used as positive controls.
After incubation, cells were exposed to 808 nm laser at 1.0 W/cm2

for 5 min. Finally, nuclei were stained with DAPI and lysosomes
were stained by Deep Red. Samples were visualized under the
CLSM (Olympus, the excitation/emission wavelengths of ROS de-
tector, hypoxia detector, DAPI, Deep Red were set at 488 nm/
514� 10 nm, 543 nm/595� 20 nm, 405 nm/455� 20 nm, and 633
nm/665 � 20 nm, respectively).

2.6. The efficacy of photodynamic therapy in vitro

Macrophages were seeded in 96-well plates with a density of
1 � 104 cells per well and activated into foamy macrophages.
The cells were divided into three groups and treated
with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs without laser exposure,
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs with laser exposure, and TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs with laser exposure. Drugs were diluted
into different concentrations (IR780 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and
100 mg/mL) and were added into different groups for 24 h. After
incubation, the cells were then exposed to an 808 nm laser irra-
diation for 3 min at 1.5 W/cm2 and were further incubated for 2 h.
Then cell viability was detected by CCK-8 essay. 100 mL of RPMI
1640 medium and 10 mL of CCK-8 solution were added to each
well. After incubation for 2 h, the absorbance at 450 nm was
measured by the microplate reader (TECAN Spark, Switzerland).
To detect the apoptosis rate of foamy macrophages after photo-
dynamic therapy, Annexin V-FITC/PI Apoptosis Detection Kit
was used. Briefly, cells were harvest after drug incubation and
laser irradiation. Then each sample was stained with Annexin V-
FITC and propidium iodide (PI) following the manufacturer’s
protocol. The apoptosis rate was analyzed by Flow Cytometry
(BD FACS Aria, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

2.7. Animal mode of carotid vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque

Male 7-week-old ApoEe/e C57BL/6 mice (purchased from Vital
River, Beijing, China) were initially fed with a high fat diet (HFD,
containing 15% fat and 1.25% cholesterol) for 2 weeks and then a
polymethylpentene perivascular cast (Promolding, Netherlands)
was placed around their left common carotid artery to modify the
vascular shear stress36,37. Subsequently, the ApoEe/e mice were
kept on the HFD for another 16 weeks. The mice fed with the
standard low-fat diet for the same period of time served as
negative controls. All animal procedures were performed
following a protocol approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Chinese PLA General Hospital and in accor-
dance with the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals formulated by
the National Society for Medical Research.

2.8. Fluorescence imaging in vivo and ex vivo

Mice were divided into three groups (n Z 10), including AS
mice þ TPZ/IR780@HSA-OPN group, the AS mice þ TPZ/
IR780@HSA group, and the healthy control mice þ TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN group. Nanoprobes were injected into mice
from each group through tail vein at a dose of 1 mg/kg IR780. All
the mice were general anesthetized by isoflurane and placed into
fluorescence imaging system (IVIS Spectrum, PerkineElmer,
USA). Imaging was captured after nanoprobes injection at
different time points (0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 h) with parameters as
follows: binning (4), F/stop (1.2), exposure time (5.0 s), emission
filter (IR780). For ex vivo study, mice were euthanized at 1 h post-
injection and the vessels were harvested and subjected to ex vivo
imaging. Region of interests were circled around the plaque areas
and the fluorescence intensities were analyzed by Living Image
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Software (name, version). After fluorecsence imaging ex vivo
accomplished, the carotid tissues containing plaques were frozen
in Optimum Cutting Temperature (OCT) compound and trans-
verse cryosections were acquired preparing for immunofluorescent
staining of OPN and CD68. All the immunofluorescent samples
were viewed under CLSM (Olympus) to verify the accumulation
of nanoprobes in the vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques.

2.9. MR imaging in vivo

The nanoprobes were couplied with chlorine e6 (Ce6) and then
chelated to manganese ions to achieve in vivo MR imaging, which
was implemented on a 7.0 T MRI system (BioSpec 70/20 USR,
Bruker, Germany). The grouping was the same as the fluorescence
imaging study. 150 mL nanoprobes were injected into mice
through tail vein and T1-weighted MR images were acquired
before and after nanoprobes injection at different time points (1, 2,
4 and 8 h) with T1_RARE sequence parameters as follows:
TE Z 5.35 ms, TR Z 300 ms, NEX Z 5.0, FA Z 90�;
MTX Z 256 � 256, FOV Z 25 � 25 mm, slices Z 20.

For the therapeutic study, AS mice were divided into four
groups (n Z 10), including the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs
group without laser irradiation, IR780@HSAeOPN NPs with
laser irradiation, TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs with laser irradiation, and
TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs with laser irradiation. All the AS
mice initially received MR imaging 2 h after drug injection to
obtain the MRI signal of carotid plaques. Then mice were intra-
venously injected with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (1 mg/kg
IR780) or an equivalent dose of TPZ@HSAeOPN NPs and
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs every other day for two weeks. One hour
after drug injection, the left carotid area was irradiated under
808 nm laser source for 3 min at 0.75 W/cm2. After PDT for two
weeks, mice underwent MR imaging once again (same parameters
as above). Time of flight (TOF) magnetic resonance angiography
sequence was also performed to evaluate the improvement of
carotid stenosis.

2.10. Tissue separation and pathological staining

To verify the vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque model and evaluate
the PDT efficacy of NPs, the whole vessel from bilateral carotid
artery to iliac artery was isolated from the mice after general
anesthesia by isoflurane (RWD, Shenzhen, China). The arteries
(n Z 4) were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 24 h, stained with oil
red dye for 30 min and decolorized with 70% isopropanol until the
vessel walls turned milky white. Segments from several carotid
arteries (nZ 6) were obtained and were fixed in a 4% PA for 24 h,
embedded in paraffin, and sectioned at 5 mm thickness. Then
hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) and Masson staining were performed to
view the plaque morphology, followed by immunohistochemistry
staining of CD68 and OPN to analyze the expression of OPN in
the plaques. All images were observed under the light microscope
(Olympus, Japan).

2.11. Western blot analysis

Cellular or tissue proteins were extracted by using RIPA and
PMSF solution after macrophage samples were pre-treated with or
without ox-LDL for 24 h. BCA Protein Assay Kit was used to
determine the protein concentration. Proteins were separated by
10% SDS-PAGE and transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride
membranes. After blocking with 5% skim milk in TBST solution,
the membranes were incubated with OPN primary antibodies
(1/1000 dilution) and b-actin antibody (1:5000) at 4 �C overnight
respectively. Subsequently, membranes were washed by TBST
buffer and incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1/
5000 dilution) for 1 h at room temperature. The bands were
visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Thermo Sci-
entific Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) and quantified by Image Lab
software (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA).

2.12. Statistical data analysis

All data were presented as mean � standard deviation (SD) and
results were analyzed by GraphPad Prism 7 software (La Jolla,
CA, USA). Comparison between two groups were made with two-
tailed unpaired Student’s t-tests, assuming a Gaussian distribution.
The multi-group comparisons were made with a one-way ANOVA
analysis, followed by Dunnet’s post hoc test. Values of P < 0.05
were considered to be statistically significant.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Evaluation of OPN expression in foamy macrophages and
vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques

The progression of AS can be facilitated by the activation of
macrophages within VASPs, which leads to the characteristic
expression of synthetic marker OPN38. The overexpression of
OPN in foamy macrophages can be explored for VASPs specific
drug delivery. In this regard, we attempted to examine the
expression levels of OPN in foamy macrophages by incubating
RAW 264.7 cell lines with ox-LDL for 24 h. As shown in Fig. 1A
and B, the immunofluorescence staining and Western blot analysis
revealed a significant (P < 0.01) increase of OPN expression
levels in foamy macrophages compared with the nontreated
macrophages. Further, the expression level of OPN was also
evaluated in a vulnerable plaque model in mice carotid artery.
Western blot analysis showed that OPN expression was markedly
increased in VASP compared with healthy vessel tissue (P < 0.01)
(Fig. 1B). Various histological staining methods were employed to
confirm the pathological characteristics of VASP as well as
detection on OPN level. As shown in Fig. 1C, the H&E staining
indicated a remarkable thinner plaque fibrous cap and larger lipid
core area in the VASP with a high number of cholesterol crystals
and inflammatory cell infiltration. Lower collagen content was
also observed in the Masson staining of the plaque staining, which
affirms pathological characteristics of vulnerable plaques.
Expression of CD68 was significantly elevated in AS plaques
compared with control vessel tissue suggesting the presence of
activated macrophages in abundance within the plaques. Immu-
nohistochemistry staining also displayed a distinct region of OPN
expression that well overlapped with the staining region of CD68.
This finding implies that the increased OPN level might originate
from the activated macrophages. Furthermore, oil red staining was
performed on the whole arteries isolated from the bilateral carotid
artery to the iliac artery. In comparison with healthy control mice,
the carotid arteries of VASP mice exhibited oil red staining on the
side where the constriction ring was placed (Fig. 1D). This finding
indicates the presence of a large number of fatty plaques on this
side of the carotid artery, while the plaques on the contralateral
carotid artery have not been formed yet. This might be attributed
to the changes in the shear stress of the blood flow caused by the



Figure 1 Evaluations of OPN expression in foamy macrophages and vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques. (A) Immunofluorescence images of

non-stimulated and stimulated by ox-LDL RAW 264.7 cells (n Z 4). (B) OPN expression levels in non-stimulated vs. stimulated by ox-LDL

RAW 264.7 cells and healthy vessels vs. vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques evaluated by Western blot analysis. Data are presented as

mean � SD (n Z 5), **P < 0.01. (C) H&E, Masson, and immunohistochemistry staining of CD68 and OPN of segments from carotid arteries

isolated from AS mice (n Z 6). (D) Oil red staining of the whole vessel from bilateral carotid artery to iliac artery obtained from healthy and AS

mice. Red arrow indicates atherosclerotic lesion (n Z 4).
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constriction ring, which ultimately leads to easier formulation of
vulnerable plaques at the proximal end11,27,39. In conclusion,
in vitro and ex vivo findings in this study have verified the suc-
cessful establishment of VASP in mice and demonstrated
increased OPN expression by the stimulated macrophages within
atherosclerotic lesions. This overexpression can, therefore, serve
as a useful characteristic for targeting moieties of VASPs.

3.2. Structure and characteristics of NPs

Given the identification of OPN as targeting moieties of VASPs, NPs
were constructed for precise theranostic targeting of VASPs. The
theranostic TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs were formulated from
HSA decorated with an OPN-targeting peptide and encapsulated
payloads of the hydrophobic NIR photosensitizer IR780 and a
hypoxia-activated chemo-drug TPZ. It is believed that the self-
assembly ofNPswas driven by the hydrophobic interactions between
HSA and hydrophobic drug molecules40. The control TPZ/
IR780@HSA NPs without targeting ability were also constructed
from native HSA without antiOPN peptide modification. The TEM
images revealed a uniform spherical-shapedmorphology of the TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN and TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs with an average
particle size of approximately 170 nm (Fig. 2A). The hydrodynamic
diameters (HDs) of the as-prepared NPs were recorded by dynamic
light scattering (DLS), which revealed an average size of
190.7� 12.5 nm for the TPZ/IR780@HSANPs and 196.2� 7.6 nm
for the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. The polydispersity index
(PDI) of TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs
was 0.141 � 0.013 and 0.176 � 0.021, respectively (Fig. 2B). This
indicated the uniform size distribution of the obtained NPs. The
characteristic peaks in the ultravioletevisible (UVeVis) absorbance
spectra validated the presence of IR780 and TPZ in the TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (Fig. 2C). The loading capacity of IR780
and TPZ in the NPs was calculated from the UVeVis spectra
and was determined to be 2.1% and 2.6%, respectively. In addition,
we also investigated the in vitro TPZ release profile of TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs in PBS at neutral (pH 7.4) and acidic
(pH6.5) condition. As shown inSupporting Information Fig. S1, TPZ
was released from the NPs at a higher rate in acidic conditions than in
neutral conditions with no obvious burst effect.

The photodynamic property of the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs was assessed by detecting the generation of ROS under NIR
laser irradiation (808 nm, 1.0 W/cm2). The ROS detection was
monitored using 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF) as a molecule
probe. The absorbance intensity of DPBF at 420 nm irreversibly
decreases in the presence of singlet oxygen20,41. Fig. 2D indicates
that the characteristic absorbance of DPBF attenuated continu-
ously as the laser irradiation was extended, which suggests the
generation of ROS by the photosensitizer IR780 encapsulated in
the NPs. As shown in Fig. 2E, the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs



Figure 2 Characterizations of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPNNPs. (A) Representative TEM image of TPZ/IR780@HSA and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN

NPs. (B) The hydrodynamic size distribution of TPZ/IR780@HSA and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs measured by DLS. The PDI of TPZ/

IR780@HSAandTPZ/IR780@HSAeOPNNPswas 0.141 and 0.176, respectively. UV‒Vis absorbance spectra of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPNNPs (C)

and the ROS detection probe DPBF under laser irradiation (D). (E) Temporal dependence of characteristic absorbance intensity of DPBF in 420 nm

under the light irradiation (808 nm, 1.0W/cm2). (F) Fluorescence intensity ofMitoXpress probe before and after laser exposure in the presence of free

IR780 andTPZ/IR780@HSAeOPNNPs. DPBFwas used as the 1O2 scavenger. Data are presented asmean� SD (nZ 5), **P< 0.01, ***P< 0.001.

(G) Optical and T1-weighted MR phantoms of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs aqueous solution at various concentrations. (H) Average radiant ef-

ficiency obtained by ROI linear regression analysis against IR780 concentration. (I) Chelate-manganese ion relaxation area efficiency of the TPZ/

IR780@HSAeOPNeCe6 (Mn2þ) NPs.
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resulted in a significantly greater decrease in the absorbance in-
tensity of DPBF compared with the free IR780. This difference
indicates that the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs had a more sus-
tainable and stronger PD effect than that of free IR780 molecules.
Subsequently, the resulting hypoxia after the NIR laser irradiation
was further determined via detecting the oxygen consumption
using a MitoXpress probe, the fluorescence intensity of which is
inversely proportional to the oxygen concentration. The
suspension of both the free IR780 and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs showed increased fluorescence using MitoXpress, demon-
strating consumption of oxygen upon laser irradiation (Fig. 2F). In
comparison to the free IR780, the suspension of the TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs led to a more hypoxic circumvent at the
end of the NIR laser irradiation. These findings verify a cascade of
effects of the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs under laser irradia-
tion, including ROS generation and increased hypoxia level.
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To assess the trafficking profile of the NPs in vivo, the
intrinsic fluorescence property of the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs was characterized and the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs
were conjugated with chlorine e6 (Ce6), which is a chelator for
the Mn2þ species. The fluorescence intensity of the TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs showed a linear correlation with the
concentration (Fig. 2G). Meanwhile, with increasing concentra-
tions of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, the T1-weighted mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) phantoms were also enhanced
(Fig. 2H). The MRI signal increased linearly over a wide range of
Mn2þ concentrations. The R1 relaxivity that was derived from
the slope of the plot of inverse relaxation time (1/T1) versus the
Mn2þ concentration was calculated as 6.92 mmol/L/s (Fig. 2I).
Therefore, the in vivo biodistribution behavior of TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs can be readily tracked using both NIR
fluorescence imaging and MRI in a non-invasive manner.
3.3. Targeting ability of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs towards
foamy macrophages

Selectivity renders PDT appealing in AS, while other endovascular
methods carry a considerable risk of damage to the unaffected cells
of the arterial wall. Therefore, the targeting ability of TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs in vitro was investigated by confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) in RAW 264.7 cell lines. Very weak
red fluorescence originating from IR780 was detected on the non-
activated RAW 264.7 cells after incubation with either non-
targeted TPZ/IR780@HSA or targeted TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs for 24 h (Fig. 3A). However, the foamy macrophages that were
polarized upon stimulation of ox-LDL exhibited distinct fluores-
cence after incubation with the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs,
while a weak signal was observed in the foamy macrophages
incubated with the non-targeted NPs. Interestingly, the mean
Figure 3 Targeting ability of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs toward foam

foamy macrophages incubated with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs or TPZ/IR780@

(mean � SD, nZ 5, ***P < 0.001). (C) The IR780 fluorescence intensity o

TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs measured by Flow

incubated with the nanoprobes were used as blank control.
fluorescence intensity was markedly decreased in the foamy mac-
rophages that were pre-treated with antiOPN peptide for 1 h prior to
the addition of the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (P < 0.001,
Fig. 3B). In addition, we conducted the flow cytometry to quantify
the targeting ability of nanoprobes towards RAW 264.7 cells and
ox-LDL stimulated foamy macrophages. As presented in Fig. 3C,
the IR780 fluorescence intensity of foamy macrophages treated
with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs group was significantly higher
than that of other groups. When pre-treated with antiOPN peptide,
the foamy macrophages incubated with the TPZ/IR780@HSA-
eOPN NPs showed obviously decreased fluorescence intensity,
which agrees with the observations by CLSM. The obtained data
suggests that the strong binding affinity is mediated by the OPN-
targeting peptide localized in the NPs, thus providing an
improved recognition of foamy macrophages with further increased
cellular penetration and accumulation.
3.4. VASPs-targeting ability of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs
in vivo

The pathological staining confirmed the formation of carotid
vulnerable plaques in mice with an AS model. The trafficking
behavior of the NPs was continuously monitored by NIR fluo-
rescence imaging in vivo for 8 h after intravenous injection
of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs or TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs
(Fig. 4A). A distinct fluorescence signal was observed in which
the cast was placed in the left carotid artery of the AS model mice
injected with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. However, no obvious
fluorescence signal was found in the AS model mice injected with
TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs or in the healthy mice injected with TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (Fig. 4B and C). The strongest signals
appeared at the time point of 30 min after injection, and then
gradually attenuated with time elapsing. Arteries were also
y macrophages. (A) CLSM images of RAW 264.7 cells and stimulated

HSAeOPN NPs. (B) Mean optical density of the same treated groups

f RAW 264.7 cells and stimulated foamy macrophages incubated with

cytometry of the same treated group. RAW 264.7 cells that were not
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isolated for ex vivo study 1 h after injection. The ex vivo fluo-
rescence imaging revealed that TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs had
a higher (P < 0.01) affinity to the carotid plaques in the AS model
mice in comparison to the other groups (Fig. 4D and E). To further
confirm the accumulation of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs in the
vulnerable plaques, immunofluorescence staining was conducted
after ex vivo fluorescence imaging. A strong fluorescence from
IR780 was detected in the carotid vulnerable plaques of the AS
model mice administered TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs and co-
localized with signals of the macrophage marker CD68 in com-
parison with the control groups (P < 0.01), as shown in Fig. 4F
and G. Furthermore, in vivo MR imaging was carried out to
verify the vulnerable plaque-targeting ability of nanoprobe. A
7.0 T MR imaging platform was used for 8 h after the TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs and TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs were injec-
ted (Fig. 4A). No significant enhanced T1-weighted MR signals
were observed in both sides of the carotid artery in the healthy
mice injected with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs and the AS
model mice injected with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs (Fig. 4H and I).
However, the OPN-targeted TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs was
found to remarkably enhance the T1-weighted MR signals of the
carotid plaques in the model mice, with peak signals appearing 2 h
after the injection. These fluorescence/MR dual-modal imaging
results support that the OPN-targeted TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs could selectively accumulate in the VASP lesions profiling
from the OPN-mediated targeting.

3.5. Therapeutic efficacy of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs
in vitro

The ability of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs to induce intracellular
ROS production and increase hypoxia conditions upon NIR irra-
diation was investigated in vitro through CLSM using a hypoxia/
ROS detection probe. Foamy RAW 264.7 cells activated with ox-
LDL were incubated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs or free
IR780 for 24 h, followed by NIR irradiation for 5 min. As shown in
Fig. 5A, B and C, strong green and purple intracellular fluorescence
were detected in the cells incubated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs, indicating an elevated amount of ROS generation and hypoxia
inside foamy macrophages upon laser irradiation (P < 0.001). On
the contrary, negligible fluorescence was detected in the cells that
were treated with free IR780, suggesting considerably diminished
ROS amount and hypoxia levels due to low cellular uptake of free
dye. The cells treated with ROS inducer (pyocyanin, Pyo) or hyp-
oxia inducer (deferoxamine, DFO) were employed as the positive
controls (P < 0.001). These experimental observations revealed a
high level of ROS and laser-enhanced hypoxia in the cells treated
with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, which was expected to trigger
the biotoxicity of TPZ. The synergistic therapy efficacy originating
from the laser irradiation induced a cascade of events that were also
quantitatively determined by a Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay
and flow cytometry assay. As presented in Fig. 5D, the viability of
macrophages was dependent on the concentration of the used NPs
for all the cell groups. Incubation of macrophages with TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs without laser exposure at concentrations
lower than 64 mg/mL, did not cause a significant decrease in the cell
viability, suggesting a negligible toxicity of TPZ under normoxia. In
contrast, cells treatment with IR780@HSAeOPN NPs followed by
laser irradiation resulted in significant reduction of cell viabili-
tydeven at the lowest tested concentration of NPs (4 mg/mL)d
which was attributed to the intracellular generations of ROS by
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. Notably, macrophages treated with TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs and laser irradiated, showed the lowest
viabilities at all the tested concentrations with respect to the other
cell groups. This result clearly indicated the synergistic therapy
efficacy due to laser-induced cascade of ROS generation and TPZ
activation. In addition, the apoptosis profiles of the foamy macro-
phages with various treatments were assessed via the Annexin V-
FITC/PI apoptosis detection assay. As shown in Fig. 5E, laser
irradiation or treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs alone
caused a very mild cell apoptosis. However, treatment with
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, followed by laser irradiation led to
62.23 � 6.42% of apoptotic cells. We also observed that treatment
with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, followed by laser irradiation
resulted in the highest ratio of apoptotic cells (79.78 � 6.48%).
Collectively, these results confirmed that the consumption of oxy-
gen by TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs upon laser irradiation was
able to create sufficient hypoxia to activate the encapsulated TPZ
and efficient cell killing driven by the synergy between IR780 and
TPZ was successfully achieved in response to laser irradiation.

3.6. Therapeutic efficacy of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs
in vivo

The in vivo anti-AS outcomes after PDT were assessed in the
ApoEe/e mice with VASPs using MR imaging. Similar to the
previous in vitro experiments, the mice were divided
into four groups, including TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (�),
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ), TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs (þ), and
TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ). As depicted in Fig. 6A, the
left carotid area was irradiated with an 808 nm laser at
0.75 W/cm2 for 3 min following the injection of therapeutic
nanoformulations, and the mice underwent MR imaging at the
end of treatment for therapeutic evaluations. As shown in
Fig. 6B, the 3D reconstitution of time of flight angiography
(TOF) indicated that the carotid artery stenosis of mice treated
with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (�) displayed no notable
throughout the treatment. In contrast, the treatment with TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ) realized obvious recovery of blood
perfusion and significant amelioration on the carotid artery
stenosis. The differences are suggestive of the potent PDT ef-
ficacy and the activation of TPZ upon laser irradiation. The
T1-weighted MR signal arising from the lipid contents in the
plaque was also employed to characterize the therapy efficacy.
As showed in Fig. 6C and D, the quantification of the T1-
weighted MR signal showed a remarkable downward trend
after treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ). The
impressive efficacy of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ) was
attributed to the substantial apoptosis of foamy macrophages by
generated ROS and activated TPZ under laser exposure.
Particularly, compared to the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ),
treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs (þ) only induced mild
decrease of plaque area and blood perfusion recovery, which
should be ascribed to the compromised targeting ability to
plaque in the absence of OPN peptide. Following the treatment,
carotid arteries segments were also collected for further patho-
logical examinations, including H&E, Masson, and immuno-
histochemistry staining. The results revealed significant decrease
of the foamy macrophages abundance and expansion of collagen
region in vulnerable plaques in the AS mice treated with



Figure 4 Vulnerable plaques-targeting ability of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs in vivo and ex vivo. (A) Experimental outline of the animal

imaging. (B) In vivo fluorescence imaging of healthy control mice and AS mice after 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 h of administration with TPZ/IR780@HSA

NPs or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. Red arrow indicates atherosclerotic lesion. Ex vivo fluorescence images (C) and fluorescence signal

quantitative analysis (D) of isolated arteries from healthy mice treated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, AS mice treated with TPZ/

IR780@HSA NPs, and AS mice treated with TPZ/IR780@eOPN NPs (mean � SD, n Z 10, **P < 0.01). Red arrow indicates atherosclerotic

lesion. (E) Average radiant efficiency from healthy control mice and AS mice after 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 h administration with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs

or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. (F) T1-weighted MR images of carotid arteries of healthy control mice and AS mice before and after 1, 2, 4 and

8 h administration with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. (G) Quantitative analysis of T1-weighted MRI signal changes in

carotid artery of ApoEe/e mice before and after 1, 2, 4 and 8 h of administration with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs.

(We calculated signal intensity of carotid plaque to fat ratio, the signal intensity of carotid plaque divided by the signal intensity of the sub-

cutaneous fat near the plaque, n Z 10). (H) The co-localization of the macrophage marker CD68 and IR780 by CLSM in carotid plaques from

healthy control mice and AS mice injected with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. (I) Average radiant efficiency from

isolated carotid arteries from healthy mice treated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, AS mice treated with TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs, and AS mice

treated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (mean � SD, n Z 10, **P < 0.01).
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Figure 5 In vitro therapeutic efficacy of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs-mediated therapy. (A) Representative fluorescence images of foamy

macrophages after 24 h incubation with free IR780 or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs under 808 nm laser irradiation. Foamy macrophages treated

with Pyo or DFO inducers were used as positive controls. Mean intensity of the fluorescence signals arising from ROS (B) and Hypoxia (C)

channels in Fig. 5A. Data are presented as mean � SD (n Z 5), ***P < 0.001. (D) Cell viability of foamy macrophages incubated with TPZ/

IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (e), IR780@HSAeOPN (þ), and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ) at different concentrations of IR780 for 24 h

(mean � SD, n Z 5). (E) Apoptosis ratios of foamy macrophages incubated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ), IR780@HSAeOPN NPs

(þ), and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ) for 24 h by flow cytometry analysis (mean � SD, n Z 5).
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IR780@HSAeOPN(þ) and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ)
(Fig. 6 E, F, G and H), suggestive of improved plaque stability.
Meanwhile, the collagen volume fraction and average optical
density of CD68 and OPN showed no significant difference
between the treatments of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (�) and
TPZ/IR780@HSA NPs (þ) groups. Taken together, illustrating
that only OPN-targeted nanoprobes under 808 nm laser irradi-
ation could perform the photodynamic effect efficiently.

3.7. Biocompatibility of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs

The biocompatibility of nanoprobes also has a significant impact
on achieving clinical value. To assess the potential in vivo toxicity
of the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs, hemolytic activity assay was
performed by incubating mouse blood red cells with TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs at various concentrations. The hemolytic
assay indicated that the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs had no
distinct hemolytic activity in comparison with the Triton X-100
positive control group (Supporting Information Fig. S2). Even
when incubated with NPs at a fairly high concentration of
128 mg/mL (IR780), the hemolysis ratio of the blood sample was
less than 3.4%. This ratio is much lower than that of the inter-
nationally recognized standard, according to the degree of he-
molysis (< 2.0% non-hemolytic; 2.0%e5.0% slightly hemolytic;
and > 5.0% hemolytic) from the ASTM D756 (American Soci-
ety for Testing and Materials Designation) classification42.
These outcomes indicate that the TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs possessed prominent hemocompatibility in the tested



Figure 6 In vivo therapeutic efficacy of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs-mediated therapy. (A) Experimental illustrations on the animal therapy.

T1-weighted MR images (B) and TOF angiography (C) before and after 15 days of treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (�), TPZ/

IR780@HSA NPs (þ), IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ), and TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ). (D) Quantitative analysis on the Plaque/Fat signal

ratio derived from Fig. 6C (mean � SD, nZ 10, **P < 0.01). (E) Histological analysis with H&E, Masson and immunohistochemistry staining of

the carotid artery segments isolated from AS mice of different treatment groups. Collagen volume fraction (F), average optical intensity of CD68

(G), and average optical intensity of OPN (H) of carotid artery extracted from different treatment groups (mean � SD, n Z 10), *P < 0.05. (þ)

represents 808 nm laser irradiation; (�) no laser irradiation.
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concentration range. Mouse blood was also collected for blood bio
chemistry analysis at 1 and 24 h after the treatment with TPZ/
IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ). As showed in Fig. 7A, the admin-
istration of TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs did not cause significant
alteration (P > 0.05) on the levels of biochemical blood bio-
markers (ALT, AST, GGT, TBIL, Cr, GLU, BUN, CK-MB, LDH,
GSP, CK, and UA) compared to control injected with PBS
(pH 7.4). This finding demonstrates no obvious damage to liver,
renal, and cardiac function and little risk of diabetes mellitus after
treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. In order to evaluate
the toxicity of the NPs at the histological level, the major organs
of the mice at the end of treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN
NPs (1 mg/kg) or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (1 mg/kg) com-
bined with laser irradiation were harvested for H&E staining.
Compared to the untreated healthy mice, neither of the treatments
resulted in any overt tissue damage (Fig. 7B). These results pro-
vide compelling evidence for the favorable biocompatibility of
TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs.



Figure 7 Biosafety evaluations on the treatment with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs. (A) Mice blood was collected 1 and 24 h after TPZ/

IR780@HSAeOPN NPs-mediated PDT was finished and untreated mice blood was used as control group. The blood samples from each group

was used to test liver function indexes (ALT, AST, TBIL, and GGT), renal function indexes (Cr, BUN, and UA), cardiac function indexes (CK,

CK-MB, and LDH-L), and glucose levels (GLU, GSP) (mean � SD, n Z 5). (B) H&E-stained images of major organs (heart, liver, spleen, lungs,

and kidneys) extracted from untreated mice, treated with TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (�) or TPZ/IR780@HSAeOPN NPs (þ). (þ) represents

808 nm laser irradiation; (�) no laser exposure.
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have fabricated high biocompatible HSA-
based OPN-targeted NPs, which demonstrated a great potential
for AS treatment. Elevated expression of OPN in foamy mac-
rophages and atherosclerotic lesions served as a target for pre-
cise identification and therapy of VASPs. High specificity of
OPN-targeted NPs was observed by dual fluorescence and MR
imaging in vivo and ex vivo. Furthermore, NPs-mediated PDT
selectively induced apoptosis of foamy macrophages in non-
invasive manner by releasing ROS under 808 nm laser irradia-
tion, thereby, inhibiting plaque progression, improving plaque
stability, and alleviating the progress of the vascular stenosis. In
comparison to the existing clinical therapeutic methods, NPs-
mediated PDT has number of advantages including specifically
targeting the vulnerable plaques and low damage to normal
tissues and cells adjacent to the plaques. Experimental outcomes
of our study provide novel insights into the development of
PDT-based multifunctional stimuli-responsive platforms for
efficient AS treatment.
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